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San Luis El Gramal is located 50 minutes from Ilobasco and is surrounded by
green mountains and beautiful countryside. About 70 families live there
including Los Norteños de El Gramal, an important part of local art.
The majority of the population are children and youth and the
principal activities are agriculture, sports, especially soccer and there
also exists religious congregations. San Luis Gramal does not have
access to potable water which is hard on many families mainly in the
dry season when they have to look for water in nearby springs and
streams. The community has looked for help from the mayor and other
institutions but up to now there has been no response. There is also an
urgent need for a good access road because their road has not been
maintained and is in very bad conditions. This especially affects
children and youth who have to travel all the way to Ilobasco for
their studies since in San Luis Gramal the school only goes up to ninth
grade. Members of the community talked of needing a Community
House where they can have community activities and also more spaces
for recreation and sports since the only field they have for soccer is
privately owned and the mayor can decide at any time if it is available to the community or not. One of the
most attractive aspects in the community is they music group, “Los Norteños del Gramal” who entertain
everyone with their lively music which can be heard in Radio Victoria´s daily programming. The “Radio
Victoria Walks to the Communities” project represents a strategic goal in our community and participative
communication work. Through
our integral visits to
communities where our Radio
is heard and where we have
many listeners we seek to be
more pertinent and better
able to support these
community´s struggles to
improve their living conditions.

Radio Victoria welcomed Lili León to our
transmission cabin who visited us from the
Communication Center of Costa Rica´s “Our
Voices” network. During the visit we shared our
work and vision of media democratization as a
human right in our region.

5 de Septiembre

Radio Victoria presents a
new program called
“Connecting with Life”
every Saturday from 8:00
to 9:00 a.m.
It is a space to promote
Mental Health care with
psychologist Hermenegilda
Argueta in coordination
with Doctores for
Global Health.

International Day of
I n d i g e n o u s Wo m a n
In 1983 the 2nd Meeting of Movements and
Organizations of America which took place in
Tihuanacu, Bolivia, agreed to call September
5th the International Day of Indigenous
Women.
Bartolina Sisa was an Aimará indigenous
woman and a commander that stood out for
her heroic struggle for her people´s freedom
who had been oppressed by the Spanish
conquistadors.

In Latin America and the Caribbean there are:

Millon indigenous
peoples which is
10% of the population

Indigenous
Women
Have The
Right to:

Indigenous
Peoples

On September 5, 1782, when she was 29
years old, Bartolina Sisa was brutally
assassinated and dismembered by the
Spanish oppressors.

of the indigenous
population
are women

- respect for the cultural identity to
which they belong
- their identification as a member
of a specific indigenous people
- not be assimilated or obliged to
accept other cultural practices
- recuperate practices and traditions
that favor & dignify them as women.

Happy Anniversary to
the Santa Marta
Community

Radio Victoria participated in & broadcast the forum: “Migratory Phenomenon in
Central America and Attention to Women Migrants in Mexico”. The Independent
Monitor Groups of El
Salvador also shared
their work on the
Migratory Reality of
Children and
Adolescents in
Central America. The
Forum was
sponsored by the
Association ADES in
Guacotecti, Cabañas.

The Community Correspondents´ Network - During these

months we visited 3 community correspondents: Eduardo
Mendoza in Cinquera, Samuel Henríquez in Ilobasco and Fidel Abarca
in Amatitanes, San Vicente. These correspondents carry out the role
of reporting on what is happening in each of their communities and
they are representatives of Radio Victoria there.
Thanks to theirs and all the
other correspondents´ work we
have a more complete news show
with direct information from
where things are happening.

Marixela Ramos of Radio Victoria participated in the Interinstitutional Table “Migrate with Rights” in Tuxtla Gutiérrez, Chiapas,
México. The object of the annual Assembly of the Meso-American
Network “Women, Health & Migration”, of which Radio Victoria is a
member, is to promote and defend women´s rights during migrations.
The Table consisted of organizations such as: the U.N. International
Organization on Migration, the U.N. Refugee Agency and civil society
organizations that work on the situation of migrants in Mexico and
demand that nations guarantee conditions so that people do not have
to leave their countries of origin and if they do, that they not be
treated like
criminals.
Radio Victoria
has been an active member of this Network since it
was founded in 2008 having identified the need to
make visible the human rights violations that
migrant women suffer in their home countries,
during transit and at their destination. This initiative
integrates women from rural zones in México,
Guatemala, Honduras and El Salvador.

Listen on
92.1 fm
&

radiovictoriaes.org

In America civilizations
already existed

America was not discovered
It was invaded and looted.

Special Coverage
Our news team has
followed up on and
witnessed first hand,
contamination
generated in Los

Llanitos, Quebrada Seca,
Ilobasco in the Cabañas
province. According to
residents the
contamination is
generated by the “Los Joveles” farm where pig feces
are being thrown into a stream. The population has
asked authorities to intervene in order to resolve this
problem that affects
local residents´ health.
They also denounce
the high level of
environmental
contamination and in
particular the
contamination of
their water.

RadioListeners Network - Communities in Cabañas

have the need to be heard and they ask for spaces to
present their realities. They affirm that they see Radio
Victoria not only as a means of communication but as a
social & community actor that accompanies them in their
search for resolving their problems. Residents in Santa
Cruz la Junta in Sensuntepeque, Santa Cruz la Milagrosa
in Ilobasco y Santa Marta in Victoria, are part of a
project called “ The RadioListeners Network” which is a
joint effort by
Radio Victoria,
ADES and ARPAS
with international support. The RadioListeners´ Network seeks to
carry out a collective work with more pertinent and impactful
programming. Radio Victoria´s human talents meet often with
listeners, women and men, youth and adults from the above
mentioned communities, to get to know each other and to evaluate
and propose informative,
educational
and
entertaining
content
transmitted
from a human
rights focus.

Radio Victoria joins the celebration for
32 years since Santa Marta´s
Return to Home
Radio Victoria participes every year in the
community´s anniversary activities.

Part of the 32nd Anniversary Message:
Today we celebrate a great victory for this
community, recuperating their place of origin,
Santa Marta´s re-foundation, gaining control of
their territory. And we are not talking about just
any victory, it is recuperating a territory that was
controlled by the Salvadoran army which was trained and armed by the United States and which took the
life of more than 200 of our people. With this great victory we initiated the construction of the Santa
Marta community project that has allowed us to advance with the dream of our fallen and achieve new
victories. We overcame the tenant farmers´ syndrome by buying the land we live on and where we
cultivate our daily sustenance. We overcame illiteracy and ignorance with our popular education project and
up to the present we can count more than 50 professionals. We overcame illnesses and insalubrity with our
community health care project operated by health care professionals from our community working with a
focus on preventative health care. We overcame a media block imposed
on our community with a community communications strategy headed by
Radio Victoria. We overcame isolation and a social service blockade with
the Economic Social Development Association Santa Marta, the COCOSI
Association y Radio Victoria, that links us with other sectors in El
Salvador and the world. We have prevented violence and the trauma
from conflict through different artistic expressions, sports and
celebrating life. All these victories would not have been possible without
the accompaniment of international solidarity represented by
organizations, churches and people committed to
the just causes of our struggle and would not
have been possible without the undeniable
contribution of Santa Marta women. As we
celebrate 32 years we reaffirm our commitment to
continue struggling for a better life. We render
homage to those who have gone before us and are
grateful to those that continue by our side.
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